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Welcome 
Research impact is an evolving feature of the academic landscape and we are working to make it an integral part of 

ESW’s research culture.  
This monthly impact newsletter is an opportunity to share news about ESW research impacts – the work that goes 
into developing impact pathways and changes that have occurred because of our research. It also features updates 

on any impact funding, opportunities, training and other useful resources. 

Celebrating ESW Pathways to impact 
Working with Neil Vowles (Media & Comms), Ally Daubney and Duncan Mackrill’s continuing research on Secondary 
Music Curriculum provision was recently picked up in articles in the Independent,  the Guardian, the TES, Classic FM 
and Schools Week  and has attracted lots of interest on social media. Their findings were mentioned in Parliament 

and Ally presented to the All Parliamentary Group for Music Education. Their research was also included in a Library 
Briefing for the House of Lords Debate on  18th October and on Radio 3’s Music Matters. They are continuing to work 
with the Incorporated Society of Music (ISM), and other national music education organisations including the Music 

Education Council, and MusicMark, to highlight the issues widely and with government. 
If you are interested in developing publicity and media interest around your research, contact Neil Vowles or pop up to 

have a chat with him at one of his regular drop-in sessions in the EH staffroom on a Wednesday afternoon. 
**** 

Denise Kingston’s report on Fostering Effective Early Learning has been published on the New South Wales 
Department of Education (Australia) website. The study is expected to contribute to increased interest in 

professional development of early childhood educators and the research team have been praised for their academic 
leadership and the potential long term impact  on better quality early childhood education in NSW and beyond 

**** 
Congratulations to Gillian Ruch, who has recently been awarded impact funding from the ESRC Impact Acceleration 

Award. Developing her research as part of the Talking and Listening to Children (TLC) project and web resources, 
Gillian will be launching a new campaign in early 2019 (in conjunction with the British Association for Social Workers 

(BASW) 80:20 campaign) which aims to equip social workers with play resources for their day to day work with 
children. The campaign responds to TLC project findings that indicate that less than 20% of social workers use play 

materials and creative resources when communicating with children.  
**** 

Are you developing your research impact pathways? Let us know - we’ll feature it here and look for other opportunities to 
showcase your work jane.shepard@sussex.ac.uk 

Unsung impacts 
Get in touch to share your stories 

While often associated with the REF and with Research Council funding applications, impacts can come in lots of 
shapes and sizes. All are valid, important and deserve recognition.  

We are keen to showcase examples of ESW ‘unsung impacts’ – instances where your research is making a 
difference .. possibly in ways you never expected!  

 

Impact development funding news 
IAA impact funding opportunities from 2019 

The Research Quality and Impact team (RQI) have been successful in their bid to secure ESRC Impact Acceleration 
Funding for a further 3 years. The scheme is managed by RQI and while larger awards will focus on research impacts 

in health and digital, smaller pots of funding (formally the IAA scheme) will be available to support a variety of 
impact development activities, including stakeholder mapping, hosting events and networking opportunities. 

Activities should be designed to support impact pathways that ultimately aim to change existing policy, practice or 
perspectives. Megan McMichael (RQI) is happy to discuss your ideas and feedback on any draft applications.  

 
ESW quick boost impact award scheme 

ESW are running another year of the Quick Boost Impact Award scheme (up to a maximum of £1000 per bid), using 
HEIF funding. The monies can be used to fund a variety of impact development opportunities and we are especially 

keen to award smaller pots for impact training, development and networking opportunities – this might include 
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attending conferences, workshops or hosting smaller group meetings with external stakeholders who might be 
interested in your research.  

More information about the scheme will be circulated in early 2019, in the meantime if you are thinking of 
submitting a bid feel free to run it past Jane or Kristi. 

Join our ESW Internal Advisory Group 
Did you know that ESW runs an internal impact advisory panel?  

The group meet approximately once a term to discuss impact development for the school. 
If you’re research active (including doctoral students) and would like to be involved, please email Jane by 4th 

December to express your interest (please note: members must sit on the panel for a minimum of 1 year and are 
limited to 4 persons per department)  

  

ESRC 2019 Celebrating Impact Prize 
Applications now open – deadline 8th Jan 

The Celebrating Impact Prize is open to all ESRC funded researchers - including doctoral students. Submit your 
outstanding research impacts in one of six categories, including Public Policy, Societal, International or Early Career 

Impact. The winner in each category receives £10,000 to spend on developing impact-related activities and all 
finalists have a film made about their research.  

More details and application forms can be found here, contact ESRC for further information or get in touch with Jane 
if you’d like support writing an application.   
Impact training opportunities 

Sussex Researcher workshops  
The Research Office are hosting two Public Engagement and Outreach workshops in December, workshops are free 

to attend, registration is essential 
 Informing and Inspiring the Public Through Outreach and Embedding Public Engagement into Research 

Data visualisation training 
The National Centre for Research methods (NCRM) are running an introductory course in data visualisation, covering 

essential theory and practical guidance to help enhance your research communications and enable you to 
confidently develop data visualisations. (NB course fees for this, and others that are directed toward increasing the 

impact of your research could be eligible for an award under the ESW Quick Boost scheme – info above) 

Impact advice and information 
Pathways to Impact library 

Unsure of what impact looks like? What you should be doing to build in impact pathways? Or what to include in your 
grant application impact statements? Take a look at the Fast Track Impact website Impact Library which includes 

good examples of practice from different disciplines. 
LSE Impact blog  

The LSE policy team regularly publishes useful, critical and thoughtful posts on academic impact from the social 
sciences. A recent post ‘Could it all be much ado about nothing? A tragicomic perspective on research impact 
considers the issues surrounding understanding the ‘real-world impact’ of academic research on society  and 

discusses the difficulty in articulating ‘benefit’ and attribution. 

Get in touch to share your impact news, knowledge exchange activities or pathways to impact updates. 

For further information or to discuss any aspect of your research impact, contact ESW Impact Officer, 

jane.shepard@sussex.ac.uk 
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